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Author’s Note 
I conducted most of my interviews and collected almost all data from the commune of 
Castello di Brianza and its neighboring towns. Castello di Brianza is considered the heart of 
Brianza, both geographically and historically. According to popular legend, the castle in the 
fraction of Brianzola was a vacation destination for Queen Teodolinda, who governed the area 
during the medieval period. The fraction Brianzola is considered “the heart of the heart” of 
Brianza, as it is the most central-fraction of Castello di Brianza.  
I began my research conducting several interviews in order to understand what speaking 
dialect means to the inhabitants of Brianza. Most of the interview subjects were over the age of 
60 and therefore learned dialect as their first language. Each interview consisted of several 
questions, including (1) To what extent is dialect used every day?; (2) What makes Brianzolo 
stand out from the dialects used nearby, such as Milanese, Comasco, and Lecchese?; (3) What 
changes to the dialect have you noticed over the years?; (4) Can you think of a concept or feeling 
that can be expressed only through dialect?; and (5) How do you see the dialect being preserved?  
I devised these questions because I wanted to learn what role the dialect played on a daily 
basis for Brianzolo speakers. I also wanted to discover how the people were personally 
connected to the dialect and how important it was for them to speak in the dialect today, given 
that Brianzolo has already undergone significant Italianization. I also used these questions to 
learn the interviewees’ thoughts on the Italianized Brianzolo, such as what trends they noticed 
and what they expect regarding the use of Brianzolo in future generations. 
As an integrated community member conducting research, I heard just as much of the 
Brianzolo dialect spoken as Italian. From personal observations, I noticed that most people who 
are age 35 or older tend to speak instinctively in Brianzolo, and those between the ages of 25 and 
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35 tend to speak Brianzolo at least amongst family members. Younger dialect speakers (those 
younger than 25) might attempt to speak in dialect only with their older family members, such as 
their grandparents. Although the younger dialect speakers can understand Brianzolo, they are 
often unable to speak it.  
I also had the opportunity to interview Massimo Pirovano, professor and curator of the 
Ethnographic Museum of High Brianza,1 who has been conducting research on Brianzolo and the 
past peasant culture of Brianza for many years.2 Pirovano is quoted in my paper as my interviews 
and conversations with him were invaluable to my project. Pirovano believes the ethnographic 
museum is where the “past represents itself in the present.” It contains several exhibitions of 
peasant life from the past century, for example, on the silkworm culture, the presence of music 
and theatre, agriculture, and daily life.  
In Part 1, I give a brief history of the development of the Italian language and how dialects 
play a role in that development. Brianza and its people are introduced here, and then Part 2 
describes the Brianzolo dialect linguistically and historically. My data collection process and 
results are provided in Part 3. I conclude the paper in Part 4, by bringing together the several 
concepts discussed that contribute to Brianzolo’s status as a dialect today.  
—R. Casey Thompson 
 
 
  
                                                          
1 Museo Etnografico dell’Alta Brianza di Gabliate, http://meab.parcobarro.it/.  
2 Massimo Pirovano has conducted several research projects in the fields of ethnography and anthropology within the 
Larian triangle. He has published many articles and books, as well as curated the cultural publications of others on 
similar subjects. His works include but are not limited to: Fiabe e storie raccolte in Brianza (1991), Pescatori di lago. 
Storia, lavoro, cultura sui laghi della Brianza e sul Lario (1996 – 2° ed. 2002), Cari signori che state ad ascoltare. Il 
canto popolare tradizionale nella Brianza lecchese (2002). From 1999 to 2004, he was the curator of the Etnographic 
Museum of High Brianza, or Museo Etnografico dell’Alta Brianza. He has been its director since 2005. 
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Part 1 
Brianza and a Brief History of Italian Dialects 
The Brianza region in northern Italy is not defined on the map as it overlaps three 
provinces: Lecco, Como, and Monza-Brianza (see figures 1 and 2). It lies between the two 
branches of Lake Como that create a “Y” shape (see figures 2 and 3). Its borders are determined 
by the Adda River to the east, the Pre-
Alpine valleys in the north, the Seveso 
River to the west, and the Villoresi Canal in 
the south. The typical sceneries in this 
region are high and low mountains, lakes, 
and high flatlands. When referring to the 
cultural Brianza3 and its people, rather than 
the geographical Brianza, Monza is not 
considered a part of the region due to its urbanized state 
and proximity to Milan. The highest points of Brianza 
(889m), in the northern part of the region, lie in the provinces of 
Lecco and Como, while the south and the west consist of rolling 
hills. To the north, the Brianza-Como border is formed by a series 
of towns: Casnate, Bernate, and Erba, while the Brianza-Lecco 
border consists of the towns of Civate, Garlate, and Olginate. The 
Adda River is a strong defining border that follows the Brianza 
region for all of 30 km from Olginate, and the river creates the 
                                                          
3 The cultural Brianza excludes the outside municipalities that are closest to Milan because those bordering towns 
have become more urbanized and are not representative of Brianza culture today nor were they in the recent past.  
Figure 2. Region of Lombardy with 
Brianza highlighted as overlap of Como 
(upper-left), Lecco (upper-right), and 
Monza-Brianza (lower) provinces. 
Figure 1. Several provinces make up Lombardy. 
Brianza is the overlap of Como, Lecco, and 
Monza-Brianza. 
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Lecco-Bergamo border. Within 
these boundaries exists a tight-
knit and culturally strong 
population whose history plays 
an important role even today. 
Alta Brianza is the focus of this 
paper, specifically in and around 
the more mountainous areas or 
higher elevation points, as there remains a strong 
presence of its cultural history. Alta Brianza is an example of a region where the dialect has not 
yet become linguistically restructured by the standard Italian language. The dialect spoken in 
Alta Brianza and its current state, as well as its risk for disappearance, will be analyzed.  
Brianza is a densely populated area; excluding Monza, there are 54 municipalities (47 in 
Lecco and 40 in Como). The close-knit communities play an important role in the Brianzolo 
culture and language. The Brianzolo dialect has always been used for spoken communication 
until the two most recent generations. Due to urbanization and the introduction of new 
technologies, especially that of transportation, the Brianzolo dialect and culture are at risk of 
disappearing. Standardized Italian is becoming more prominent all throughout Italy. Its spread is 
occurring at different paces, depending on the rate of urbanization or on the efforts taken by the 
various speech communities to continue to speak their dialect.4 In many cities, only the regional 
accent remains today. However, in other cities or regions, there is a different language system: a 
                                                          
4 Examples of efforts taken in Brianza to preserve Brianzolo range from monthly discussion group meetings to 
discuss Brianzolo’s state to card games sold for the purpose of teaching Brianzolo vocabulary to the youth and 
calendars with a different proverb in Brianzolo for each month. 
Figure 1. Aerial view of Alta Brianza; the area 
between the two branches of Lake Como. 
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dialect, similar to those that have been discussed for over 700 years when Dante first described 
la lingua volgare.5 
The standardized Italian language that is recognized today was not always the preferred or 
more prestigious language spoken in Italy. From the ninth century up until the 16th century, 
Latin and la lingua volgare (the popular or vulgar language) held interchanging positions of 
importance in representing Italy linguistically and culturally; “Si presentano in un certo senso in 
rapporti di emulazione e quasi di antagonismo, in altro senso di strettissimo collegamento” 
(Migliorini 95).6 Latin was the dominant written language until 1295 when Dante began writing 
in vulgar Italian, which for Dante was Florentine. Italian derived from Latin and Vulgar Latin, as 
did the various dialects found in Italy that were perceived as “manifestazioni di carattere 
inferiore” (Migliorini 47).7 However, everything, such as public and official communications, 
was written in Latin, while the different dialectal variations remained in the public discourse. 
Volgare then expanded and was used by government figures in ordering and instructing other 
representatives, something previously conducted in Latin.  
Dante was the first secular artist who emerged in Europe to dominate the culture of his time 
and raise the question of the Italian language. Dante’s goal was to establish la lingua volgare in a 
noble position, because it was perceived as more natural and elegant for those who spoke it: “fu 
la prima a essere usata dal genere umano, sia perché tutto il mondo ne fruisce (pur nelle diversità 
di pronuncia e di vocabolario che la dividono), sia perché ci è naturale, mentre l’altra è piuttosto 
                                                          
5 La lingua volgare refers to a phenomenon that has been written about since the early 1300s when Dante Alghieri 
wrote “De vulgari eloquentia,” which described the roles of various Italian vernaculars.  
6 Translation: On one hand they present themselves in a relationship of emulation and almost one of competition, 
and on the other hand they are very closely connected.  *Note: all translations in this paper are those of the author. 
7 Translation: manifestations of an inferior nature. 
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artificiale” (Dante I.I).8 Due to Dante’s writing and his subsequent works in volgare, along with 
those of other humanistic authors of the time,9 Florentine became the base of the developing 
Italian language. In analyzing the various lingue volgari of the many regions in Italy, Dante 
declared Florentine to be most elegant and illustre.10 Today it is considered the most “standard” 
form of the Italian language because it originated in Tuscany11 and then spread to the rest of Italy 
and because of the prestige bestowed upon the Tuscan and Florentine languages in literature.  
The humanistic movement, which began in the early 1400s, was an important period for the 
development and acceptance of the Italian language. This movement is associated with the 
Italian Renaissance, when cultural and educational programs were established to focus on 
literature and create a central role for the classics (Kristeller 22). Humanistic subjects were 
studied in Latin. Renaissance humanism was not only influenced by the classics themselves, but 
by the prestige associated with antiquity, putting “emphasis on man, on his dignity and 
privileged place in the universe” (Kristeller 30). In the first decades, volgare was criticized by 
general opinion, while the first books in Latin were printed and the Latin language became more 
uniform and official; Latin was used for literature and writing “elegantly,”12 while volgare was 
used for more practical reasons, like speaking. Leaders (such as “nuovi principi”13) and authors 
were also discovering that to reach and communicate with their people, they had to revert to la 
lingua volgare. Mixing the two languages in writing became common, which resulted in 
Humanism rehabilitating the use of volgare indirectly. Humanists rehabilitated volgare “con il 
                                                          
8 Translation: “[it] was the first language to be used by human kind, because the whole world could make use of it 
(even given the variations in pronunciation and vocabulary that divide it) and because it is natural, while the other 
[Latin] is rather artificial.” 
9 The three most important authors and representations of Florentine literature of the era can be referred to as the tre 
corone: Dante, Petrarca, and Boccaccio. 
10 Illustre: illustrious or prestigious and worthy of literature. 
11 See Appendix #1: Map of Italy and Its 20 regions. 
12 The diffusion of Latin classics “would not have been possible without the printing press” (Kristeller 26). 
13 Transl: New princes. 
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loro sforzo di migliorare la latinità, di sterminare la barbarie medievale mettendo in auge i 
modelli classici hanno finite con lo sminuire l’utilità pratica del latino” (Migliorini 120).14 
Through increased travel for merchants, teachers, and those with authoritative positions, they 
became familiar with foreign vocabularies and culture, which in turn influenced their own. In 
addition, coming in contact with other languages resulted in languages becoming a 
representation or expression of regional cultures.  
It was not until the 1500s that volgare became truly dominant over Latin. It was introduced 
in universities, as students read Dante and Petrarca; volgare was no longer found only in 
Tuscany as a means of instruction. In other regions of Italy, professors from Tuscany served as 
language instructors. Then, with the establishment of La Accademia della crusca in 1612,15 the 
question of the language could be further researched and formally studied. In the 1700s, people 
began to promote their cultures, serving as proud representatives of their specific population. 
Italian, and perhaps even more so, Florentine, may have been used in writing16 across Italy. 
However, Florentine was not spoken much outside the Tuscan region. Instead, dialects were the 
dominant spoken languages, even amongst the noble classes. Like la lingua volgare, dialects 
tend not to be written because they are traditionally an oral form of communication, and to write 
them would bring them into a more scholastic context (Marcato 133). Dialects are mainly spoken 
languages, except in some cases;17 thus, writing in dialect was seen, and still is seen today, as a 
                                                          
14 Translation: [Humanists rehabilitated volgare] through their efforts to improve Latin; by eliminating medieval 
barbarisms and by putting classic models in the most highly respected positions they ended up reducing any 
practical use of Latin. 
15 La Accademia della crusca allowed for researchers to gather more information on the Italian language and begin 
to establish its purpose in education and discuss its purity. The vocabulary aimed to “conservare la lingua,” or 
conserve the Italian language by supporting itself through a written record (Migliorini 195). 
16 Pietro Bembo helped bring Florentine to a literary and intellectual level in the early 1500s, exemplifying the 
language as prose and by representing it as a standard writing system. 
17 Exceptions are literature, poetry, scripts, religious use, and as a means to keep the written material secret (e.g., 
letters between prisoners of war written in dialect have been discovered, having had the purpose to not be 
understood in censored mail). Banners and posters for cultural and political reasons are also often written in dialect. 
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form of art: “L’uso scritto dei dialetti non è una manifestazione di popolani, ma di letterati, ben 
consci di servirsi a fine d’arte” (Migliorini 222).18  
Italy is divided by the linea appenina, and futher divided into 20 regions.19 For those regions 
there are at least 14 corresponding lingue volgari (Marcato 12).20 Among those separate 
“languages,” many are dialects or dialect forms, rendering Italy a country with many distinct 
subculture identities due to the great number of dialects spoken. The word dialect originally 
comes from the greek, diàlektos, meaning a form of colloquial speech, used in conversation, and 
preferred by its respective people (Marcato 13). Dialect is more prevalent in those remote areas 
where the population identifies more with their own town and culture rather than their nation 
state (Marcato 15). 
The Italian language today, standardized and the national language,21 did not attain that status 
until the unification of Italy in 1861.22 However, the unification had a paradoxical effect, because 
it was then that dialects became the preferred “languages” of many people; in theory the people 
were unified as a nation, but they wanted their linguistic differences to remain strong. The spread 
of the use of dialect was favored amongst schools for mass communication, urbanization, and 
education. Speaking in dialect is also a more natural form of communication and spontaneous. 
For many, the only means or reason to learn the standard Italian language was through contact 
                                                          
18 Translation: The use of dialects in written form is not a popular manifestation, but rather intellectual, focused on 
serving artistic purposes.  
19 See Appendix #1. 
20 This is also the division that Dante makes in De vulgari eloquentia: “… abbozza la nota divisione dell’Italia 
dialettale in quattordici sezioni, senza contare le innumerevoli variazioni secondarie e subsecondarie” (Migliorini 
84). Translation: [Dante] outlines the dialectical division of Italy in fourteen sections, without counting the 
innumerous secondary and sub-secondary variations [that can be found within those fourteen sections]. 
21 Italian is the national language because it is the representative communication language of the country and the 
language of instruction for the country. “Standardized” refers to the language’s Tuscan base, from which “Italian” 
flourished, so Florentine Italian is considered to be standard Italian.  
22 The different states in Italy united to become one nation, and Rome was established as the capital. However, 
despite becoming unified geographically, Italy became further divided linguistically and culturally because the 
dialects did not follow a unified Italian identity.  
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with emigrated peoples, serving in the military, or going into cities for work, where a common 
language was necessary. Is a dialect a language? Not exactly, in the context of Italian studies a 
dialect is described by Carla Marcato as an autonomous language system respective of its 
national system, a system that consists of different structural characters and has its own distinct 
history compared to that of the national language. “I dialetti italiani hanno, dunque, una loro 
grammatica e un loro vocabolario; sono, spesso, assai differenziati tra loro tanto da non essere 
reciprocamente intelligibili” (Marcato 21).23 
Like other northern Italian dialects, Brianzolo is disappearing as the generations go by 
because it is no longer taught as a first language and due to urbanization and the preference given 
to standardized Italian in education. Today is a crucial point for the dialect, because the current 
generation is no longer learning the language of its region and culture. The generational divide 
between the dialect speakers and non-speakers is becoming clearer. For the most part, today’s 
youngest generation is not taught Brianzolo, and many of its words, as well its grammar, have 
become Italianized. The once harsh pronunciation of Brianzolo is becoming sweetened, and the 
Brianzolo culture is at risk of “losing its roots,” linguistically speaking. The Brianzolo identity is 
what keeps the dialect alive today. This paper discusses my research on the Brianzolo dialect, 
specifically where the generational divide of Brianzolo speakers occurs and in what ways and to 
what extent the dialect has already become Italianized and will continue on this path.  
  
                                                          
23 Translation: Italian dialects have their own grammar and vocabulary, and they are often so different  
that they are not mutually intelligible. 
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Part 2 
Il Dialetto Brianzolo 
2.1 La Lingua Lombarda 
La lingua Lombarda means the language of Lombardy, the northern-most central region of 
Italy. It is a linguistic generalization for the many dialects spoken across the region, from 
Piacenza and Mantova in the South, stretching all the way to Chiavenna and Bormio in the 
North, with Bergamo representing the most central point. Brianza lies in the northwest area of 
this region. This generalization indicates that, for the most part, the various dialects spoken in the 
many sub-regions and cities are mutually intelligible. This is true only to a certain extent. Many 
verbs and much of the grammatical structure are mutually intelligible; however, phonetically and 
lexically the dialects can be quite different. A person from Milan, for example, whose respective 
dialect is now very Italianized and has always sounded more like Italian than other dialects, 
would most likely be unable to understand someone from Bergamo, who speaks Bergamasco. 
These cities are relatively close in distance (about 50km), yet Bergamasco is a very guttural and 
harsh-sounding dialect, while Milanese is much more “relaxed,” nasalized, and urbanized.  
This phenomenon can also be explained in a historical context in regards to the Adda River. 
The Adda River serves as an important border, separating the western and eastern dialects of 
Lombardy, with Milan lying directly to the Adda’s west, and Bergamo to its east. It served as a 
border historically, between the Celtic tribes in the Gaul territory, the “Insubri” and the 
“Cenomani.” After the medieval period, as a result of the Treaty of Lodi in 1454, the Adda River 
was a border between the Republic of Venice and Duchy of Milan. It is only since the 19th 
century that the dialectical subdivisions have remained somewhat fixed, because the Lombard 
territory has since become an administrative union. The Adda now divides the region into 
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western and eastern Lombard dialects.24 The distinction between the eastern and western dialects 
is based on phonetic and phonologic differences, such as the presence of the intervocalic v and 
the final –n. The intervocalic v is maintained west of the Adda.25 The western dialects also 
assimilate the French nasal-sounding vowels (Bonfadini). For closed syllables,26 ü is used in the 
West, while ö is used in the East (Bonfadini).27 There are several lexical differences, which are 
mostly likely a result of the Adda River serving as a border for centuries.  
Apart from the differences between the western and eastern dialects, there are some features 
that they share: the presence of front-rounded vowels, the elimination of the final –r of infinitives 
in the I (-are) and III (-ere) conjugations, meta-phonic plurals, the –i/–e ending in the I person 
singular of the present indicative, and post-verb negation (Bonfadini).28 
2.2 Brianzolo 
There has not been much consistency in documenting Brianzolo; however, its position as a 
dialect classified as part of la lingua Lombarda has been analyzed and maintained. According to 
Francesco Chuerubini, author of the Milanese-Italian Vocabulary,29 “il parlar di Brianza è un 
suddialetto del Milanese”… “il quale da occidente trae al comasco, da levante al bergamasco, 
sempre con più o men fondo di milanese”30 (Cherubini 289). Geographically, Brianzolo is 
                                                          
24 Theory formulated by Bernardino Biondelli in the mid-1800s (Bonfadini). Bonadini’s essay on I dialetti is found 
in the fifth volume of Storia della Brianza. 
25 Example from Bonfadini’s excerpt: in Milan, west of the Adda, they say, cavàl, féver, la vàca,  while in Bergamo, 
east of the Adda, they say ca-àl, fé-er, la àca. 
26 Closed syllables are those finishing in a consonant.  
27 Example: üsel is said west of the Adda to mean uccello in Italian, or bird; east of the Adda, they would say ösel. 
28 Elimination of the final –r examples: Mangià and finì (mangiare and finire in Italian). 
-i/-e ending in the first person singular present indicative: me scrivi una letera (scrivo una lettera [I write a letter]), 
me ciapi una gaína (prendo una gallina [I pick up a hen]). 
29 Cherubini, Francesco. Vocabolario Milanese-italiano. Vol. 5. Firenze: Soc. Tip. De'Classici Italiani, 1856. Web. 
30 Translation: “Brianzolo can be classified as a sub-dialect of Milanese”… “it draws from Comasco from the West, 
and Bergamasco from the East, with traces of Milanese always remaining in the background.” 
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considered a western Lombard dialect; however, it shows traces of eastern Lombard concepts as 
well.  
The most recent volume (V) of Cherubini’s vocabulary was published in 1856 to include a 
saggio (essay) comparing Brianzolo to Milanese and Italian. Brianzolo is thought to be more 
closely correlated with Lecchese (a dialect spoken in Lecco). Before the provincial changes, 
nearly all of Brianza was confined inside the provinces of Como and Milan. The province of 
Lecco was established in 1992 and later Monza-Brianza in 2004, recognizing Brianza on a map 
for the first time. Unlike Lecchese and Comasco, which have become urbanized dialects over the 
years, Brianzolo remains rough, unrefined, and coarse. Although a significant amount of 
vocabulary is shared among the three dialects, Lecchese and Comasco are more sophisticated 
and are becoming more Italianized at a faster rate due to urbanization.  
Geographically, the city of Lecco is outside the borders of Brianza; however, its relationship 
with Brianza has always been strong, and thus a linguistic relationship also exists. This 
relationship likely developed due to the proximity between “Monte Brianza,” or Mount Brianza, 
the core of the region, and Lecco, a common work destination. Lecco also shares a similar 
cultural history with Brianza in terms of a reliance on agriculture and fishing. Lecco is nearly 
situated on the linguistic border (the Adda). In some ways Lecco is more connected to Milan, 
and in others, to Bergamo. Lecco and the northeastern part of Brianza especially are united by a 
certain feature of their vowel systems.  
The Lecco-Brianza linguistic relationship is confirmed by the velarization31of a as a tonic 
vowel (Bonfadini).32 Velarization is now seen as an archaic concept in Lecchese, except in its 
                                                          
31 Velarization is the process of secondary articulation in which a sound is made by the velum or soft palate. For 
example, in Italian, the pronunciation of n in anca. 
32 Tonic vowel: A vowel whose stress is not expressed orthographically (examples: Fiåma piånta). 
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periphery towns. Bonfadini describes the velarization concept as specific to Northeastern 
Brianza, citing that the dialect displays open and closed accented o’s, in nouns, and sometimes 
monosyllables, for example: fòm (ital. fame, eng. hunger), gòmba (ital. gamba, eng. leg), and 
dumòn (ital. domani, eng. tomorrow).  Velarization of vowels separates the “parlare rustico” (of 
peasants) from the “Borghese,” and these vowel sounds have a greater presence in town fractions 
rather than administrative centers, as well as amongst older speakers.33 Also in Lecchese, all 
closed vowels become open when transforming from singular to plural forms of a noun, which is 
another characteristic of Brianzolo (noted in Oggiono) (Bonfadini).34 This trend continues to 
travel southwest from Lecco; however, Calolziocorte, a neighboring commune of Lecco, already 
serves as the transition zone into Bergamasco (Bonfadini). 
It has been previously suggested that Brianzolo and Bergamasco were not necessarily 
mutually intelligible. However, it is possible that in the past Cherubini found that the two 
dialects share certain features. Although Bergamasco is not fully intelligible by Brianzoli today, 
they do have knowledge of the Bergamasco vocabulary. According to Ottavio Lurati, cited in 
Bonfadini’s text, Brianzolo draws on the eastern Lombard phenomenon (which pertains to 
Bergamo) of the dropping of the intervocalic v, substituting it with a semivocal u.35 This 
characteristic has not been noted in other dialects under the western Lombard territory.  
Brianzolo is described by its speakers as “grezzo, crudo, duro, and gnucco.” The first three 
words would mean “rough, crude, and harsh,” while the last one is actually dialectical, and 
translates as any of the previous three words. Brianzolo shows traces of French, German, Latin, 
and even Spanish. Phonetically it is similar to French, and morphologically, it is similar to 
                                                          
33 Quoted by Ugo Pellis of Olginate in Bonfadini’s essay. 
34 See Appendix 2. 
35 Example given: féuer (the u to substitute the intervocalic v makes the sound of a [w]). 
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German. Italian and French, because of their Latin roots, share similar vocabulary. Brianzolo, 
however, is even more similar to French phonetically. To give an obvious example, the word 
“honey” is the same in both French and Brianzolo: miel. There are many other similar 
occurrences because nouns in Brianzolo, unlike those of Italian, rarely end in vowels. Instead 
they often end in consonants, giving each word a more abrupt ending.  
 Regarding sentence construction, German follows the method of Latin syntactically and uses 
general verbs to indicate several actions (such as i verbi tuttofare in Italian),36 and as we know, 
Italian arrives directly from Latin. German also expresses verbs with its respective subject 
pronoun, as does Brianzolo. For example, to say in standard Italian “you are tired,” you say sei 
stanco. In Brianzolo, however, the subject complement is always used and sometimes even more 
than once: te set strac.  
Although Brianzolo falls under the category of a western Lombard dialect, seeing that it 
draws from eastern phenomena and shows traces of other languages illustrates that it is a mix or 
a blend of the many dialects that surround it. Because Milanese was mainly compared to 
Bergamasco and Bresicano in the east, the in-between rural areas were not studied to the same 
extent, and Brianzolo was left largely undocumented. There is no constructed linguistic identity 
for Brianza, but its linguistic patterns have been analyzed and noted, presenting many different 
linguistic identities within the region. 
2.3 Phonetic Borders 
Though Brianzolo may be recognized as a dialect, even within Brianzolo there are variations. 
The dialect is not spoken the same way throughout the region, and it can change even in the 
                                                          
36 I verbi tuttofare are verbs that can produce significant differences in meaning, depending on which determinative 
suffixes, adverbs, and prepositions they are paired with. For example, in Italian, one would say io scendo (I go 
downstairs), while in dialect this action would be based off of the verb to go, andà. It would be said as me vo gió. 
This method is also used in the German language, e.g. ich gehe hinunter (Scotti 109). 
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distance of just one kilometer. There are relatively clear phonetic borders in the region that 
define where the dialect changes based on the main vowel that is used in infinitives, past 
participles, and as endings to nouns. These three vowels are o, a, and e. (See figure 4.) For 
example, the infinitive form of the verb cantare in Italian, which means to sing, would be cantò, 
cantà, or cantè, depending on the area. Alternatively, to provide an example using a noun, the 
Figure 4. Alta Brianza with its general phonetic borders labeled by the vowel that takes precedence in each area. This map is 
taken from Pirovano’s Fiabe e storie raccolte in Brianza (1991). It is an enlargement of the area that represents Alta Brianza, 
where the research for this paper was conducted. 
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word casa in Italian, meaning house, would be cò, cà or che. Use of the o when speaking 
Brianzolo is considered the most crude form and is mostly found in the communes on Monte 
Brianza, for example in Castello di Brianza. The o was also utilized at the feet of the Monte, but 
over the years, some of those communes have adopted the a. The a has always been used in 
Galbiate and its surrounding areas, and the e has been used more toward the Southwest, in 
Barzago, for example. These phonetic differences occur within a radius of 10km, and yet they 
create clear variations of the dialect. 
According to Professor Massimo Pirovano, there is a sort of “belt” around Monte Brianza. 
Along this “belt,” those three variations are spoken on different sides of the Monte, sometimes 
presenting interesting cases. For example, Beverate and Brivio are neighbors on the map, 
because Beverate is a fraction of the commune of Brivio. In Beverate, the dialect spoken is most 
similar to that of Oggiono, where the speakers use the o, and most recently, the a had been 
adopted as a result of Italianization. However, in Brivio, the people speak a dialect more similar 
to Lecchese, soft and urbanized, using the a. The speech of Beverate may integrate the a, and yet 
it remains harsh-sounding. These differences can be explained in a historical context. Although 
Beverate and Brivio are in the same commune, they were previously under different parishes. 
Beverate was a part of the parish of Garlate (Olginate), while Brivio was a part of the parish of 
Merate. In old Brianza, there were five parishes that divided the area: Oggiono, Garlate, Merate, 
Missaglia, and Incino (Erba).  
Drifting away from the feet of Monte Brianza, additional changes in the dialect occur. It 
becomes more urbanized as it travels south, toward Milan, and the pronunciation continues to 
soften. Other lexical changes occur as well. For example, in the commune of Missaglia, an m is 
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used rather than an n for the endings of many words.37 Given that Missaglia is closer in 
proximity to Milan, it also demonstrates some adaptation of Milanese, for example, in negative 
conjunctions. In typical Brianzolo, the term mia is used to negate a sentence, while in Milanese 
and in Missaglia, the term minga is used.38  
It can be concluded that as you travel deeper into communes and fractions, especially those 
resting on Monte Brianza, Brianzolo tends to harshen and become less mutually intelligible to 
outsiders. As you approach more urbanized areas, such as Lecco, Como, Monza, and Milan, 
Brianzolo becomes softer and more mutually intelligible, and it is technically identified as 
another dialect (Lecchese, Comasco, or Milanese).  
2.4 Dialect in the Workforce 
Up until the 1950s, to work in Brianza knowledge of Italian was not necessary. Because most 
jobs were agricultural or related to local industries, dialect was maintained in the workforce, and 
it still is today. In fact, many occupations developed their own dialectical slang, further isolating 
their speech from Italian. A specific slang creates a separate speech community with certain 
speakers, which then manifests itself in a work environment, on the streets and in town squares. 
Pirovano gives the example of an umbrella salesman who spoke tarösc on the streets so others 
wouldn’t understand him (Pirovano, Communità immaginate 3). This salesman even had his own 
terms that were specific to his job, such as barsèla, a wooden sort of briefcase carried on the 
shoulders. According to the salesman, his slang was invented by his respective elders, those even 
before his grandfather (Pirovano, Communità immaginate 6). All jobs certainly had their own 
technical vocabulary, which reminds us of their cultural history today, especially because some 
                                                          
37 For example, to say good, buono, in central Alta Brianza, they would say bòn, while in Missaglia, they would say 
bòm. 
38 El vedi mia or el vedi minga, which both mean “I don’t see him.” 
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of these jobs no longer exist, such as the umbrella salesman. Like the different slangs, dialects 
had and still do have the ability to exclude other categories of people. 
A local fruit vendor, or a frutíröö in Brianzolo, from Rovagnate, was interviewed as part of 
this research because he has been working across the area and at various fiere or local fairs for 
most of his life. The vendor said that he has no need to speak Italian for his job because he 
travels only to nearby areas, where his customers speak dialect. He has knowledge of Italian 
from when he spent time in the military, given that those who served with the “Alpini”39 had to 
learn Italian to be able to communicate with other soldiers from all over Italy. Today, the frutíröö 
can still speak Italian, but not instinctively, and from observation, he often slips into Brianzolo 
immediately after trying to speak Italian.  
An engineer and university professor who was interviewed explained that even at school with 
some of his students he is able to speak dialect, because once again it is instinctive and natural 
for him. Even though he teaches in Lecco, one of the provinces that comprise Brianza, he is able 
to communicate because his students are either also from Brianza or speak Lecchese or another 
nearby dialect that is mutually intelligible for him. 
2.5 Identitary Uses: Representing Culture 
The idea that speaking Brianzolo creates a regional identity for its speakers is true only to a 
certain extent. In fact, the discussion over identity became more prevalent only in the 1960s. 
Globalization and overall increased knowledge of other cultures prompts different groups and 
cultures to distinguish themselves from one another (Remotti 9).40 Pirovano explained that the 
idea of identity emerges when you distinguish yourself from another group of people. With that 
in mind, a unified Brianzolo identity reveals itself only when they are amongst a different group 
                                                          
39 The mountain troops of the Italian Army. 
40 From Francesco Remotti’s L’ossesione identitaria. 
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of people, such as Milanese, and seek to distinguish themselves. However, the concept of this 
unified Brianzolo identity is lost, as the Brianzoli tend to form their cultural identity on a micro-
level.  
It started out as a case of “us” versus “them,” where the Brianzoli were the “them,” serving 
as the workers for the Milanese (the “us”). The Brianzoli have a strong sense of pride when 
comparing themselves to other cultures or communities, especially because they are known to be 
hard-workers. There is a common memory shared among those who worked for landowners from 
Milan in the past, when the Brianzoli were seen as subordinates. It was said: Fortunà il paisan 
che ga il padron a milàn,41 so the landowner cannot come to check on the worker so often. The 
Brianzoli were buoni selvaggi (Pirovano, Un’introduzione 13) or “good savages” to the 
Milanese, they worked for them, yet knew that at the end of the day they were happier people. A 
traditional song speaks of a “typical” brianzola (girl from Brianza) at a party, describing how she 
is hardworking throughout the day, and at the party is still lively and happy receiving more 
attention than the made-up Milanese girls. As the song goes: “i fan ischìvia a vedèi chi de Milàn 
/cunfrùunt ai nòst tuśàn.”42 
Distinguishing themselves as culturally different from the Milanese allows the Brianzoli to 
further identify themselves as one speech community. Their separate identity stems from their 
language, creating a linguistic barrier. This barrier may not be strong enough at times, as their 
dialects are very similar.  The Brianzoli and the Milanese seem to coexist, which makes it only 
harder to fully distinguish themselves as different from the Milanese. They are two large speech 
communities living side by side geographically, but conducting completely different lives 
                                                          
41 Translation: fortunate is the peasant whose landowner is in Milan. 
42 Translation: quelle di Milano fanno schifo a confronto delle nostre ragazze: “Those from Milan are disgusting 
compared to our girls.” Sung by Le Sorelle Panzeri, cited in Pirovano’s introductory essay, p. 11. 
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(Remotti 12). Another factor that strengthens the Milanese identity is their recognition on a map. 
Geographical identification is a fundamental characteristic that is lacking for the Brianzoli.  Even 
though Brianza covers a large area and its people are identified together as a whole, because of 
the phonetic borders and administrative changes within their region, many smaller identities exist 
within the Brianzolo identity.  
The principle of identity can be expressed by Remotti’s formula, A=A, to express an 
unquestionable and absolute certainty. In relating this to the Brianzolo identity, the Brianzolo 
identity would be a homogeneous identity. However, the Brianzoli cannot assume the A=A 
identity formula because, besides sharing a common linguistic expression, the Brianzoli 
distinguish themselves on a micro-level within their general speech community. However, the 
A=A formula does not reveal anything beyond that certainty; and so nothing results from it. It is 
an “empty certainty,” and therefore it is accompanied by the formula A≠A, illustrating that A is 
also different from everything that it is not (Remotti 4). 
 If “A” represents the Brianzoli as a group, then A≠A is a more appropriate formula for the 
Brianzoli; it indicates that the Brianzolo identity within the general speech community is more 
heterogeneous. They are different from what they are not (Milanese, for example), and they are 
not absolutely and certainly themselves, Brianzoli. They cannot be defined by one province or a 
defined geographic area, and they actually identify more with their own town, commune, or 
neighborhood (frazione). This concept of attachment to one’s hometown is known as 
“campanilismo.” Campanile is Italian for church bell tower, which is a symbol of 
“appaesamento”43 or assimilation and belonging to one’s community (Pirovano, Communità 
immaginate 10). The campanile is therefore a psychological and also physical mark of 
                                                          
43 Noted in Pirovano’s essay Comunità immaginate: inclusione ed esclusione sociale nel gergo e nel dialetto. This 
term and supporting information comes from Glauco Sanga’s Campane e campanili.  
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identification in that, as long as it is visible, it can represent the place to which one belongs. 
Being “Brianzolo” or “Brianzola” is an assurance, a concept the people are able to rely on. At the 
same time, they are separated within themselves due to historical and cultural attachment to their 
commune or neighborhood, as well as to recognized linguistic boundaries and muddled or 
blended speeches that are found sporadically across those ranges. 
The overall Brianzolo identity is strongly detectable through its general dialect. Proverbs are 
a recognized representation of cultural wisdom and offer reminders of past cultural experiences. 
Several archaic terms that are remembered only in Brianzolo relate to the historic peasant 
culture. Some examples include a cüdèe, a cow horn that has been gutted out and holds a piece of 
finely sharpened stone; a cüt, which was then used for blade-sharpening; and a sbacc, a type of 
brake for a horse carriage (like a crank handle). 
A sense of identity is also demonstrated by speaking dialect as often as possible on a daily 
basis. This holds true especially for the older generations who are either retired or tend to work 
locally in the Brianza region and therefore do not need to speak Italian at work. There are also 
some cases where a sense of identity emerges at work even outside the region. A 32-year-old 
woman, who was interviewed for this research, works in a mostly male company in Lecco, and it 
was assumed that she was unable to understand dialect because she was young compared to her 
colleagues and because she was female.44 One day at work, she decided to insert herself in a 
conversation conducted in dialect and her coworkers were surprised because they assumed that 
she could neither understand nor speak Brianzolo. Since that day, she claims that she has 
developed a stronger work relationship with her coworkers because they share the dialect. 
                                                          
44 According to the ISTAT report: women tend to speak more exclusively in Italian than dialect as compared to men: 
55.2 percent within the family and 60.9 percent with friends; while 51 percent of men speak in Italian within the 
family and 51.7 percent with friends.  
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Instances such as this help unite those distinct Brianzolo identities, by sharing and appreciating 
their common language. 
2.6 Written Forms 
The concept of writing in dialect is not understandable to dialect speakers. One simply 
“cannot write in dialect” if not for a certain reason, usually an artistic one. Until the 1960s, the 
illiteracy rate was still high, proving that if dialect were to be written, it was transcribed and 
written with a purpose, such as artistic reasons. People wrote very little in general if not for 
literature. Italian dialects tend to have two main writing systems: a more traditional and 
etymological system used in the past for literature, and a modern one that is more phonetic and 
also different from the Italian writing system (Coluzzi 223). This modern writing system uses the 
orthographic rules of Italian, which are actually not suitable for the phonetics of most dialects, 
and so the writing system becomes variable (Coluzzi 226). When coming across dialect in 
written form, many speakers are unable to read it, especially those of the older generations. If 
they are unable to read it, then there is a feeling of confusion as to whether it is written correctly. 
To provide a relevant example, every fraction of the communes in the Brianza area has its 
toponym in dialect, in the modern phonetic writing system, printed below its Italian name, as do 
many regions in Italy that still have a strong presence of dialect. There is dispute even in relation 
to the toponyms as to whether they are spelled “correctly.” 
The first texts that documented a “way of speaking” in Brianza were translations of 
Bocaccio’s novella IX, Decamerone, in the dialects of Missaglia and Monza in the 1875 
collection of Giovanni Papanti. These written testimonies pertain more to the interest in spoken 
dialects of the 19th century, because they maintain the syntactic structure of Italian and 
demonstrate a strong Italian influence on the spelling as well (Bonfadini). During the same 
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period, Graziadio Ascoli provided annotations in his Saggi ladini nominating particularities of 
speech patterns in Brianza, including the suffixes of infinitive verbs, e.g., -ó in Oggiono and é in 
the area between Carate and Seregno (Bonfadini). In the following century, the only dialectical 
data collected appeared in various linguistic atlases in the 1920s and 30s.45 Linguistic data was 
collected, however, from communes further away from the Monte: Canzo to the north; Olginate 
to the East; and Monza, Omate, and Oreno to the South (Bonfadini).  
2.7 Modern Use 
Brianzolo is the primary language for most speakers who are from older generations (roughly 
from the age of 60 and older). Through the responses of several interviewees (age 60 and above), 
a general idea about the current use of dialect was able to be established. These speakers did not 
learn Italian until they attended school, and even then they spoke Italian only in school and with 
teachers. With the other students and at home, dialect was always spoken. The oldest generation 
(those who are roughly 80 years and older) are the last generation of speakers who can speak 
only dialect. Many have some knowledge of Italian, but without any occasion to speak it then, or 
presently, they are unable to communicate in Italian when speaking. 
Why is the youngest generation not speaking Brianzolo? Simply answered, because they are 
not learning it. Their parents grew up learning both Italian and dialect and now, for the most part, 
Italian is spoken with their children, because they are learning it in school and because it is the 
language in which they will be reading and writing.  
Over the years, Brianzolo has undergone phonetic changes, pronunciation changes, and 
changes in cadence. Speakers claim that it has become addolcito or “sweetened,” rendering it 
less harsh. Many communes that previously spoke in o now speak in a due to Italianization. A 
                                                          
45 The most significant atlas is l’Atlante Linguistico Italiano (ALI) by Ugo Pellis. 
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number of the Brianzolo vocabulary is also becoming Italianized. For example, carrots (carote in 
Italian), used to be called gnèf, but today they are called caròtul in dialect. Both the youngest 
generation who still speaks dialect as well as the youngest who does not speak it do not 
recognize some of the more archaic vocabulary. 
Brianzolo is also now spoken more fluidly, having a cadence closer to that of Italian. 
Speakers reason that it is because people have been traveling to more urbanized areas for work. 
As a result of either the mixing of dialects or the use of Italian in the workplace, a state of mutual 
intelligibility would have to be reached.  
Code-switching, where dialect is inserted into spoken Italian, or vice versa, without the 
speaker realizing it, is also very common. A common insertion of Brianzolo into Italian is go di 
instead of ho detto (“I said”). Simple and common phrases are used often when speaking and are 
therefore inserted instinctively. Vocabulary words in dialect are also inserted into spoken Italian, 
simply because the speaker cannot come up with the word in Italian.  
2.8 Disappearance and Preservation  
Many parents of the current generation (ranging in age from 40 to 60) claimed to have 
spoken in Italian only to their children while they were growing up, which, according to 
interviews with their children, is untrue. The children of two interviewed sisters (ages 60 and 
64), who range in age, from 27 to 38, can understand the dialect perfectly as well as speak it 
nearly fluently. Even when the sisters interact with their children today, it was observed that the 
sisters speak dialect about 50 percent of the time and Italian 50 percent of the time. Otherwise, 
how else would their children have learned to speak the dialect? These children consider dialect 
to be a second language, because they grew up speaking it with their grandparents and parents, 
but also learned Italian from their parents and at school. Italian became the more formal way of 
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speaking, while dialects were seen as an informal and familiar language, having been spoken 
previously and still today mostly around family members. Nowadays, however, as dialects are 
disappearing, they are most often spoken amongst older generations, as well as those with little 
schooling who would not have knowledge of the Italian language. Dialect remains a way to 
convey certain thoughts and ideas, and it is still a convenient form of speech that is shared by a 
community. 
The best way to preserve a dialect is of course to continue speaking it. In the case of 
Brianzolo, speaking it is very important to introduce it to the younger and future generations. 
Proverbs also help maintain it, because they represent the wisdom behind the culture. They are 
ironic and represent the culture by portraying the behavior for the Brianzoli. They are also 
historical because they were formed from experiences of the past, when the peasants grew up 
speaking only dialect. To be able to express typical concepts in dialect is indicative of how 
language is representative of their culture. Thinking about their dialect as a language and as an 
integral part of their culture enables the Brianzoli to reflect on past traditions, which in turn helps 
keep their culture and dialect alive for the younger and future generations.   
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Part 3 
To What Extent Has Brianzolo Been “Italianized”? 
In the summer of 2014, I designed a brief survey that consisted of thirteen images, six words, 
and three phrases. The images were photos of objects that were known to have an Italianized 
form. The images in the survey were used to learn whether the participants would use the 
Italianized or archaic version of the word to identify what they saw in each picture. The second 
part of the survey presented six words written in Italian, and the survey respondents were asked 
to translate the words directly into dialect. Finally, the three phrases in the survey were selected 
specifically to generate responses that would identify phonetic differences and to establish a 
spoken continuum of a given phrase, depending on the age of the speaker. Differences in post-
verb negation were also found. These three parts of the survey allowed for determination of 
generational differences, geographical differences, and phonetic differences among the 
participants. Each speaker’s responses were recorded as an audio file, as well as the written 
responses of those who were also willing to write their answers. Brianzolo is not a written 
dialect, so the request for participants to write their responses was more to satisfy my curiosity as 
to how participants would spell the words and where they would place accents. An interesting 
note is that every person who participated in the survey asked how they were expected to write in 
dialect. The idea of trying to write in dialect was foreign to them for the reasons mentioned in the 
previous section, and each participant commented that their written responses were most likely 
not spelled correctly.  
The survey proved successful because 62 people from a wide range of age groups 
participated. To analyze all participant responses, the participants were categorized into five age 
groups: Ragazzo (Child (up to 18 years old)), Giovane (Young (ages 19–35)), Adulto (Adult 
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(ages 36–50)), Anziano (Elder (ages 51–65)), and Veterano (Veteran (age 66 and above)). With 
these set age groups, it was easier to see how each responded, with archaic dialectical responses 
for the different words or with Italianized responses. 
 There are some important things to note about the data that was collected. Many speakers 
have moved around the region or have become part of a family who speaks another variant, and 
these influences in turn affect that speaker’s responses. For example, when translating 
granoturco (sweet corn) into dialect, a speaker from Missaglia almost said and wrote furmentòn, 
even though he was inclined to write furmentòm, because that is how his fiancée from Castello 
would say that word and how she tells him to say it. It was made very clear to each participant to 
respond using the dialect that they speak most comfortably. For many participants it was difficult 
to respond immediately; speaking Brianzolo is so instinctive to them that to think of how it is 
translated into Italian was a challenge. The survey was most difficult for the younger 
participants; for them it was more of a knowledge test, to see if they could remember how their 
grandparents or parents would speak, given that they would have learned Brianzolo from those 
family members.  
The survey results demonstrate how Brianzolo has become Italianized and indicate that the 
likelihood of the dialect being passed down to future generations is diminishing; that is, within 
the next 50 years, it is very likely that there will be no more Brianzolo speakers.  
3.1 Gnéf vs. Carótul  
The first image shown to the survey participants was that of carrots (carote in Italian). It can 
be seen from the graph in figure 5 that the “young” and “adult” age groups gave the most 
Italianized responses, identifying the picture as carótul instead of gnéf. Adults, who are in the 
36-50 age range, learned Brianzolo in the early stages of its Italianization. The “young” group 
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also learned Brianzolo in that form, and therefore produced the same responses, as can be seen 
under the “archaic dialect” column in the graph below. The “young” group most likely gave the 
same amount of “archaic” responses as the adults because they either learned the archaic terms 
from their grandparents (many Italian children spend a significant amount of time with their 
grandparents at a young age), or from retaining those terms as a result of speaking Brianzolo 
with others.  
Figure 5. Carrots 
 
In analyzing the group of adults who participated, it was interesting to note that the 
participant who spoke the least amount of dialect from my personal interactions gave the most 
archaic responses. They speak dialect rarely, and so would not confuse the archaic term with the 
Italianized term due to their unfamiliarity with Brianzolo’s changing state. The others, however, 
who speak Brianzolo on a more regular basis, if not daily, often gave Italianized responses, most 
likely because they learned the Italianized version, or as a result of speaking dialect more 
regularly they adapted to its changing lexicon. This most likely occurred because it would be 
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more instinctive for those who speak dialect on a regular basis to give the Italianized response 
given the Italianization of the word and the presence of the new form in daily discourse.  
 The “veteran” and “elder” categories consistently produced a dialectical response, 
demonstrating how those two categories have retained their use of the archaic term in Brianzolo. 
3.2 Utumòna vs. Divòn  
The archaic word in Brianzolo for divano (couch), utumòna or utumàna, is still widely 
known amongst all five age groups as illustrated in figure 6. All categories (other than the 
“child” group) provided a variety of consistent archaic responses for this term, compared to the 
Italianized term, divòn or divàn. As noted previously, both the archaic and the Italianized words 
can use either an ò or an à. There are two possible explanations. First, the participants’ towns of 
origin may vary; for example, in Castello, the ò is used as the dominant vowel, whereas in 
Galbiate, the à is used. Alternatively, it may be due to a continuum, in which the word and open-
accented vowel change through a process of Italianization. In this case, the continuum would 
proceed as follows: Utumòna → Utumàna → Divòn → Divàn. Ò is recognized as indicative of 
the most “archaic” form of Brianzolo, while à is adapted once the word becomes Italianized, 
becoming a closer match to the Italian divano. So, for a given participant, a couch might have 
initially been referred to as utumòna and evolved into utumàna or divòn for that participant as a 
result of Italianization. For the purposes of analyzing this word to the same extent as the others, 
both utumòna and utumàna are considered archaic forms, while divòn and divàn are considered 
Italianized forms. 
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Figure 6. Couch/Sofa 
 
The graph in figure 6 illustrates that the archaic term is still used by participants of all ages. 
The results shown in the bar labeled Italianized, however, present an interesting case. The 
“adult” age group seems to have a better knowledge of the archaic term than the “elder” group 
(23% of adult responses were archaic, while 2% were Italianized, and 15% of elder responses 
were archaic, while 8% were Italianized). An explanation may be found in the participants’ 
backgrounds (a question that would require further analysis), or it could be due to the fact that 
the Italianization of Brianzolo began with the “elder” group, and the “adult” group participants 
could have retained their knowledge of the archaic term from their parents, who would most 
likely be among the “veteran” group. This word probably produced a higher response rate for the 
archaic term because it refers to an everyday object that is potentially referenced on a daily basis, 
and as a result its archaic form has been maintained. Carrots, on the other hand, is a word that is 
presumably not used daily, especially during the period of data collection, as the nutrition base in 
Brianza has expanded due to the presence of grocery stores and other food products being made 
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available. In the past, however, the “veteran” and “elder” groups were highly dependent on 
agricultural products, most often grown in family gardens, where carrots would have been an 
everyday, or at least a common, seasonal term.  
Two interesting arguments came about from the responses for the word “couch.” When 
writing their responses, a few participants wrote “lutumona” instead of utumòna, adding an 
article to the word as part of the word itself. This was a case of hypercorrection; because 
Brianzolo is a strictly spoken language, these participants thought that the word began with an 
“l” as a result of its respective article used when speaking, and then blending the two together to 
create one word. Secondly, a few participants insisted that the word sufà in Brianzolo means 
“couch,” while utumòna means more specifically an armchair. Because this distinction was not 
found in research from other linguistic sources or dictionaries, this assertion can be attributed to 
family differences or false remembrance of the word,  
3.3 Uregen vs. Buculen  
The Italianized form of “earring” dominated the archaic responses, at nearly 80 percent 
Italianized compared to under 20 percent archaic dialect (see figure 7). This higher percentage 
was due to the addition of “veterans” providing Italianized responses. The “young” age group 
provided the greatest percentage of archaic responses, which was surprising because this group 
falls on the younger side of the spectrum whom we would perceive to know the Italianized form 
of the word, uregen. This higher percentage of archaic responses can be attributed to hearing the 
archaic term at a young age from their grandparents and thus retaining that word in their 
dialectical vocabulary. Many “young” respondents used the plural form, ureget or buculet, 
because they were either unsure of the grammatical correctness or because they assumed they 
were being asked for the translation of “earrings.” 
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Figure 7. Earring 
 
3.4 Arbéi vs. Piśèi  
The Italianized version of piselli (peas) also showed a very high response rate at about 65 
percent from all participants (see figure 8). Similar to the responses for the word “earring,” the 
“veteran” age group responded nearly evenly for the archaic term and the Italianized term. There 
were no archaic responses from the “child” age group, and most of those who responded with an 
“incorrect term,” or a response that did not identify with the archaic or Italianized term, simply 
identified the photo as piselli, the word for peas in Italian. One unique response for this word 
came from a participant from Missaglia: he responded with the word boby, which was counted as 
an archaic term. That participant was asked about the origin of this term, and he replied that he 
thought it had to be the archaic term for peas in Brianzolo because that is what his mother had 
called them. It was later learned from a family member of this participant that boby refers to a 
certain type of peas that he was indeed familiar with growing up.  
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Figure 8. Peas 
 
3.5 Butasciöla vs. Pulpàc’46  
Polpaccio (calf) presented another strong influence of Italianized Brianzolo, at about 
54 percent compared to 27 percent. Again, the “child” age group gave no archaic responses, 
while the other age groups gave a majority of Italianized responses. One-third of the “young” age 
group gave archaic responses, whereas only one-fourth of the “adult” group gave such responses. 
This finding continues to support the previous hypothesis that the “adult” group began learning 
the Italianized form of Brianzolo, while the “young” age group retains lexical memory from their 
grandparents (the “veterans”). 
                                                          
46 Note: In the survey, the image for calf was specifically identified. An arrow pointed to the calf muscle to ensure 
participants understood what body part was being referred to. 
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Figure 9. Calf 
 
3.6 Lööch vs. Comp or Camp  
There is no graph for the responses given for the word campo (cultivated field) because most 
of the participants were unable to identify the picture correctly as a cultivated field (this was a 
lesson learned for the researcher). Most respondents identified the image as a pra (prato, 
meaning field in Italian). Many respondents eventually responded with comp or camp, but 
usually along with the word pra, indicating that it could be either one. Some respondents sought 
further clarification from the image, saying that if the field were highly cultivated it would be 
considered a campo. No image was replaced after data collection began and responses had been 
gathered, even in the case of this image which proved to be unclear. Only seven people used the 
word lööch, the most archaic term, to describe the image, and those seven participants also 
provided other possible responses along with it, in an effort to cover all possibilities as to what 
the image could represent. These seven people were in the “elder” and “veteran” age groups.  
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3.7 Radìs   
For the image of tree roots, nearly all participants responded with radìs, meaning radici or 
roots. This word was originally chosen after learning that iarìs or arìs could be considered 
archaic versions of the word. Only one participant used the archaic term. It was concluded that 
this term has either become completely Italianized or that iarìs may be a regional variation or a 
borrowed term from a similar and nearby dialect, while radìs is the only term used to say “roots” 
in Brianzolo.  
3.8 Prediśée vs. Erburìn vs. Prezzémul  
There are three versions of the word prezzemolo, or parsley, because two different archaic 
responses, prediśée and erburìn, were provided as responses, along with the Italianized version 
prezzémul. Those who were aware of both archaic terms specified that prediśée is more like 
Brianzolo, while erburìn is the corresponding Milanese term. When consulting Cherubini’s 
Milanese vocabulary, he confirms “predesé” to be Brianzolo, comparing it to “pretesemolo” in 
old Italian and “erborinn” in Milanese (Cherubini 297).47 Prediśée is also used in Valtellina (a 
valley east of Lecco), along with other forms. Prediśée may be considered a more Eastern 
phenomenon. Other recurring responses were “arbulen” and “arburen,” which are likely a result 
of regional variations. A few participants responded with the word zeler, which translates to 
sedano in Italian (celery). This was counted as an incorrect term when consolidating and 
analyzing the data.  
                                                          
47 These are the spellings provided in Cherubini’s vocabulary, which differ from those used today.  
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As shown in figure 10, prezzémul had the most responses, and in giving the survey it seemed 
as if some participants were guessing at how it was said in dialect, resulting in this Italianized 
form, which very closely resembles the Italian, prezzemolo.48 Again the “veteran” age group was 
the only group for whom the majority of responses were considered as archaic dialect.  
Figure 10. Parsley 
 
To further analyze the origins of these different responses, they were also categorized by age 
group (see figure 11). The responses of erburìn, or highly similar responses (arburen, for 
example), remained consistent across the three older age groups, while responses for prediśée 
were not present amongst the “adults,” and prezzémul was more prevalent amongst the “elderly,” 
even more so than the “adults.” Most of the archaic responses, most often erburìn rather than 
prediśée, were unexpected, considering that prediśée is perceived as the Brianzolo term. This 
phenomenon could suggest that prediśée is a truly archaic term, and that the Milanese term of 
erburìn was introduced as a first step toward the Italianization of the term, even before 
                                                          
48 Prediśée is also etymologically the same as the Italian prezzemolo, which derives from the Latin Petroselinum 
which means “sedano che nasce fra le pietre” or celery grown between stones (Scotti 21). This information 
regarding the Italian parsley’s roots is interesting because a few participants made the error of identifying the image 
as celery. 
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prezzémul. Another aspect to consider for this realization is that in the past, most Brianzoli 
worked for Milanese property owners, which explains one reason for their familiarity with the 
term erburìn. 
Figure 11. Responses by Age Group for Parsley 
 
 3.9 Zibrèt vs. Sciavàt  
All responses for ciabatte (slippers) were given in either the archaic or Italianized form of 
Brianzolo (see figure 12). Each participant was familiar with the dialectical term. It was 
unprecedented that even the “veterans” had a higher response rate for sciavàt, with 10 percent 
compared to 3 percent who responded with an archaic term. Ciabatte is the term of all those 
included in this survey that is most used on a daily basis, and therefore experienced Italianization 
at a faster rate. Although the word “couch” is also a daily term, ciabatte is a more recently 
adopted term of Standard Italian, and is therefore an everyday term of the recent past, while 
“couch” was used as an everyday term before ciabatte became a term with the potential of 
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Italianizing dialectical terms. Another response that was considered archaic for this image was 
the term “zocul,” which translates to zoccoli or “clogs.” 
Two participants from the “child” category responded with “ciabat,” which was counted as 
Italianized and was notable because it resembles even more closely the Italian lexicon.  
Figure 12. Slippers 
 
 3.10 Fööch vs. Camìn or Camèn    
Only one participant from the “elder” group identified the picture as a fööch, or technically 
focolare in Italian. All other survey participants responded with either camìn or camèn, which 
translates to camino. Although both terms can mean fireplace, the term fööch also represents a 
meeting place, as families traditionally gathered around the fireplace whether for eating or other 
activities as it was once their only source of heat. While surveying older participants, a few 
responded that if there were an actual fire in the picture, the image could be identified as a fööch.   
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3.11 Tundén vs. Fundina  
Tundén was how one used to say fondina or piatto fondo in archaic Brianzolo, although now 
they use the Italianized fundina.49 Many participants were uncertain of what the image was at 
first, so to clarify uniformly and provide all participants with the same information, they were 
told that it was something you would use to eat la minestra, a typical vegetable soup. Those who 
asked for clarification produced the response fundina, while others provided different responses 
that referred to other kinds of bowls, such as marmita, scudela, ciotula, barzila, basla, and 
baslot. The participant who knew the archaic tundén was in the “young” category. Overall, the 
term seems to have undergone complete Italianization, as most produced the response fundina or 
an Italianized word for another type of bowl. Some of these terms resemble Italianized versions 
of various words that were previously dialectical. 
3.12 Fertàda vs. Fritàda   
It was surprising to observe the data collected for the word frittata (omlette) fluctuate 
between a higher percentage of archaic responses and that of Italianized responses. As seen in 
figure 13, 53 percent of the participants provided the Italianized response fritàda for this image. 
Many participants shared that at first glance, they thought the image was of a cake.  In response, 
the participants were told that the food item was savory in order to clarify. After receiving that 
additional information, they were able to recognize the image as a frittata or omelet. Other 
archaic ways to say fertàda are fertàdel and fertàden, which were both produced by various 
participants of different age groups. What is most fascinating about these results is that the 
                                                          
49 The information on the use of these words was learned from my conversation with Pirovano. 
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“young” age group had nearly an even spread for archaic and Italianized responses, 13 percent 
and 15 percent, respectively, of all participants. This could be due to family influence or because 
the archaic term was easily remembered, as the two terms are very similar. Only the “veteran” 
group showed a much higher response rate for the archaic term, while not one participant from 
the “child” group knew the term.  
Figure 13. Omelet 
 
The following words in the second part of the survey were given to note possible geographic 
and phonetic differences amongst speakers. These words were chosen because they are likely 
everyday terms, and they were terms that I was familiar with. Only the first term was represented 
with an image because it could be easily identified, while the others were meant to be directly 
translated from Italian to Brianzolo.  
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3.13 Furmagin  
Furmagin means formaggi or more specifically caprino (cheeses or goat cheeses). Two 
variations of this term were produced during the survey. Furmagin or furmaget accounted for 
most of the responses. The only difference between the two is that furmagin is plural, as 
indicated by the image in which there was more than one piece of cheese. Sixteen of the 62 
participants, nearly 25 percent, also responded with furmai. From looking at the data, the 
participants who produced the response furmai were for the most part under the age of 40, with 
only two being older than 50. It could be that furmai is a slightly Italianized form of furmagin, 
but it is not widely recognized as such.   
3.14 Furmentón 
Other variations of this word include furmentùn and furmentùm, depending on regional 
differences. This common dialectical term means granoturco in Italian, or sweet corn, a 
representative term for Brianza’s cultural history. This term became essential to the Brianzolo 
dialect beginning in the eighteenth century as it relates to making bread and polenta. Of the 62 
participants, only four responded using the – ùn ending, and only one participant used the –m 
ending, but rather than –ùm, he said furmentóm. As expected, this participant was from 
Missaglia, where, as was noted during initial language data collection, many speakers end nouns 
with –m rather than –n . 
3.15 Dona 
Many important observations were made surveying the word dona. Participants were asked 
to translate the word donna (woman) into dialect. It was very common that before translating the 
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written word, the participant would repeat the typed word on their survey and then give the 
translation. Nearly all participants knew that the term in Brianzolo was dona. What was 
fascinating was that upon reading the word and repeating it before translation, it typically went 
like this “Dona? Dona.” The participants’ reading the Italian form was phonetically identical to 
their translation into Brianzolo. It is very likely that this word represents a more natural form of 
code-switching, in which Brianzolo speakers, especially older speakers, always pronounce this 
word as dona even when speaking Italian, not realizing that the term technically comes from 
their dialect, given that the Italian term actually has a double n.  
As expected given the previous knowledge of the vowel changes across the region, the few 
participants from either Sirtori or Barzago used the e and so responded with done. The rest of the 
participants responded with dona. 
3.16 Strachén 
This term was sought as a translation for taleggio, a type of soft cheese. It can refer to soft 
cheese in general, stracchino; however, taleggio was used as the base word because the 
translation of stracchino into Brianzolo could have been guessed given their orthographic 
similarities. Strachín was also expected as one of the possible responses; however, only strachén 
and “incorrect terms” were given as responses. Term errors, such as “furmasc” or “furmai,” 
were given only by veterans. On the other hand, term errors such as “taleg” or “talec” were 
produced by those in the youngest age groups. Overall, strachén was widely recognized as the 
term for taleggio or soft cheese in Brianzolo.  
3.17 Scighera vs. Nebia vs. Ghiba 
Participants were asked to translate the word nebbia (fog) into Brianzolo. Schighera was the 
primary term expected because I heard it very often, and as expected, it did have the highest 
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number of responses. However, other words were also cited: nebia and ghiba. When consulting 
Cherubini’s vocabulary, under the term “nèbbia,” he ascertains that its synonyms schigera and 
ghiba, are considered to be archaic dialect (Cherubini 125). A total of four participants gave 
ghiba as their full response or as an alternative. The two who translated nebbia to ghiba were 
both residents of the commune Correzzana in the province of Monza-Brianza. Of those surveyed, 
these participants resided the furthest away from Monte Brianza.  The two participants who gave 
ghiba as an alternative response (after saying schighera) claimed that ghiba is a more “Milanese” 
version of their schighera. There were eighteen total responses of nebia, which could be 
considered Milanese according to Cherubini (despite the fact that Cherubini’s dictionary spells it 
more closely to standard Italian). Or, the response nebia could indicate Italianization. Similar to 
what occurred with the word dona, many who gave the response nebia after reading the Italian 
nebbia, pronounced both the same, as if there were only one b in the Italian word, not 
distinguishing between the single and double consonant in their pronunciation. Like dona, nebia 
is most likely a permanent form of Italianization, in that Brianzolo speakers believe the word to 
be the same as the Italian term, even though they pronounce it as a form of Italianized Brianzolo.  
Scighera had the greatest number of responses, 34, and was expected to have the most 
responses given that weather is a common topic of conversation and therefore related terms have 
a higher likelihood of being passed down. During a few surveys, there was a discussion 
concerning whether or not there were differences between these words. One participant who 
responded with the term scighera recalled his father saying that la scighera and la nebia were 
two different types of fog, and that one of them referred to a fog that appeared after a rainstorm. 
Another participant gave two responses, saying that scighera refers to a light fog, while nebiön 
refers to a very dense fog.  
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3.18 Cügià 
All participants were able to translate cucchiaio (spoon) to cügià. This was the only word 
that all participants translated the same, showing that it has been passed down efficiently even to 
the younger generations and is still a widely used term. This is not unexpected, as it refers to an 
everyday object. There was a similar case with the word ciabatte, in that each participant was 
able to identify the image in dialect; however, the term had become Italianized. As far as it is 
known, cügià, is the only dialectical form to represent a general spoon.  
3.19 Cà vs. Cò 
Casa (house) is another word that all participants were able to translate into one of the two 
forms above, cà or cò. As seen in figure 14, 40 participants responded with cà, and 22 
participants with cò. It was difficult to analyze the responses for this word because saying cà 
rather than cò may be a result of Italianization (Italian word: casa) or it could relate to the part of 
Brianza that the speaker comes from, like Galbiate, where speakers use the a, for example. Each 
veteran who responded with cà was from one of those communes that uses the a, and vice versa 
for those who use the o. This pattern holds true for the other age groups, down to the “young” 
age group, including persons from communes where the o is used, who responded with cà. This 
represents the Italianization occurring with this generation, while previous generations remain 
faithful to their respective vowels.  
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Figure 14. Casa 
 
3.20 Continuum Phrases 
Three phrases were included in the third part of the survey to help identify phonetic 
differences among the participants based on geographic location and their age group. Those 
phrases were (1) mi piace mangiare (I like to eat), (2) non ho mangiato (I have not eaten), and 
(3) non lo vedo (I do not see him). These phrases were selected for their simplicity and because 
they would provide data to observe the differences between the infinitive and past participle (as 
they are more similar in Brianzolo than in Italian) as well as different forms of post-verb 
negation (as two of the three phrases have negative markers.)  
Based on participant responses, a small continuum was created for each of these phrases to 
see how each phrase became progressively more Italianized.  
• Me pias maiò → Me pias mangiò → Me pias mangià→ Mi piace mangiare 
• Ho mia maia → Ho mia mangià → Non ho mangiato 
• El vedi mia → El vedi minga → Non lo vedo 
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The first two phrases follow a clear pattern of progressive Italianization as it can be seen 
orthographically. At one point the past participle and infinitive form are equal: mangià. This 
occurrence could really indicate Italianization of the first phrase, because it represents the 
infinitive nearly matching the form of the Italian infinitive. In the second phrase, one can see that 
the negative marker remains in the middle in the second step. For the most part, all of those in 
the “veteran” and “elder” age groups responded with the most “archaic” form, with me pias maiò 
and ho mia maia, with some exceptions from younger age groups. Those middle forms of each 
phrase were given by the three younger age groups.  The third phrase (non lo vedo) was more 
difficult to put into a continuum because el vedi mia and el vedi minga are both dialectical 
because of post-verbal negation; however, the latter is considered Milanese, and it can also be 
heard outside areas of Brianza.  
Each of these phrases create a continuum that shows the steps Brianzolo has taken to become 
Italianized. They also present, however, in involution of Brianzolo being contaminated by 
Italian. It is difficult to establish at what point in the continuum it can be considered an 
involution. The increased use of both Italian and Brianzolo on a daily basis, and the increased 
occurrence of code-switching between the two languages, will continue to result in the 
Italianization of Brianzolo.  
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Part 4 
Conclusion 
After recording all survey responses, a score was calculated for each participant, indicating 
the percentage that participant’s Brianzolo had become Italianized. Not all of the words from the 
survey were used to calculate the scores because (a) the responses to some of the words did not 
provide an accurate distinction between an archaic and Italianized form of a word or (b) the word 
was being used to survey phonetic or geographic differences only, not to dinstinguish 
generational differences. Based on the responses to the words in the survey that could be 
recorded as “archaic” or “Italianized” responses, scores were calculated to quanitfy the extent to 
which each particpant’s spoken Brianzolo had become Italianized and what percentage had 
remained “archaic.” The same calculation was also performed for each age group to hypothesize 
the approximate age at which speakers’ Brianzolo still remains “archaic” and when it begins to 
become more Italianized.  
Looking at figure 15, it is evident that speakers in the “young” age group50 use the most 
Italianized Brianzolo. The use of Brianzolo—whether Italianized or archaic is increasingly more 
prevalent with age through the “elder” age group. Italianized Brianzolo experiences a significant 
decrease for the “veteran” age group, because the “veterans,” for the most part, have retained the 
archaic Brianzolo terms and still speak the dialect regularly, which is evident by the 54 percent 
archaic responses for the veterans.  
                                                          
50 Age groups: child (up to 18 years old), young (ages 19–35), adult (ages 36–50), elder (ages 51–65), and veteran 
(age 66 and above). 
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Figure 15 
 
Both the Italianized bars as well as the “archaic” bars illustrate how the “child” age group 
lacks knowledge of Brianzolo, Italianized Brianzolo and especially “archaic” Brianzolo. 
Knowledge of “archaic” Brianzolo is greatest with the “veteran” age group. The “elder” and 
“adult” age groups speak more Italianized than archaic Brianzolo, and the “adult” age group 
speaks less archaic Brianzolo than the “elder” age group. This can be explained by the 
hypothesis that the “adult” age group was the first to learn Italianized Brianzolo. The “young” 
age group is not far behind the adults in terms of their familiarity with the archaic terms, because 
they likely learned these terms from their grandparents, who would be among the “veterans” or 
“elders.”  Knowledge of “archaic” Brianzolo overtakes its Italianized form for the “veteran” age 
group. These observations confirm that the “elder” age group was most likely the last generation 
to learn “archaic” Brianzolo. This was the first generation to learn standard Italian in schools, so 
these speakers’ knowledge of both languages— Brianzolo and Italian—at that point contributed 
to the Italianization of Brianzolo, incorporating their language of instruction into their family 
language.  
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Results from many dialect studies show that Italian dialects are mostly spoken by older 
people with few years of formal education, living in smaller towns and villages in the Northeast 
and South of Italy (Coluzzi 218). According to Marcato, as of 2002, about 50 percent of the 
Italian population alternated between speaking standard Italian and dialect, while about 6 to 7 
percent spoke only dialect, and 40 percent spoke exclusively Italian. These numbers closely 
resemble the case with Brianzolo in that most veterans may speak only dialect, while more than 
50 percent of its population alternate between Brianzolo and Italian. It is unlikely that 40 percent 
speak exclusively Italian; however, because Brianzolo clearly still has a strong presence among 
all generations, except the “child” age group, which does not make up 40 percent of the 
population. According to an ISTAT51 survey, in 2012 53.1 percent of people of ages 18 to 24 
spoke exclusively in Italian within the family. This percentage increases when interacting with 
friends (56.4%) and even more when interacting with others (84.8%). The percentage of those 
who speak exclusively dialect within the family was at 9 percent for the same age range. This 
percentage was the same for speaking exclusively in dialect with friends, and it drops to 1.8 
percent when interacting with others. The extent to which the Italian population ages 18 to 74 
exclusively speaks Italian has significantly increased since 2002, while those who speak 
exclusively dialect assumingly decreased (as not the entire population is covered in this study). 
These statistics confirm that speaking Italian exclusively decreases with an increase in age, as 
elderly people typically alternate between Italian and dialect, or speak exclusively dialect.  
Brianza may fare better than other areas of Italy regarding the knowledge of its dialect; 
however, the number of dialect speakers continues to decline at a similar rate, if not more 
rapidly. The “child” age group’s knowledge of Brianzolo compared to that of the “young” age 
                                                          
51 ISTAT: Instituto Nazionale di Statistica (Italian National Institute of Statistics).  
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group is significantly less, proving that the “young” age group was the last to learn Brianzolo to 
the extent of being able to speak it. The “child” group is most likely the last or second-to-last to 
learn the various lexicon. Brianzolo, even Italianized Brianzolo, will most likely lose nearly all 
of its speakers at this rate within the next 50 years.  In general, the smaller the speech 
community, the greater endangerment it faces as remaining a spoken dialect (Coluzzi 220).  
According to the ISTAT study, those who speak exclusively in dialect typically have a low 
education level. For example, of those who attained an elementary education, 24.3 percent speak 
exclusively in dialect, while among those who have earned a college degree, only 1.7 percent 
speak in dialect. In Brianza, nearly all veterans attained only an elementary education. For those 
in the “elder” age group, the highest level of education was similarly elementary school, or 
perhaps middle school. Even though standard Italian was taught in school, they were unable to 
retain it, or they retained very little, because they stopped their education early to go to work. 
Thus these speakers returned to speaking only dialect within the family and in their town. 
However, after the economic boom occurred in the 1950s, improvements in transportation, mass 
communication, and exploration had significant impacts on the linguistic situation as well. There 
was a need for a standard and common language for the entire country: Italian. Each of these 
factors contributed to the process of urbanization, which is mainly caused by the influx of 
migrants. The entrance of other people into Italy and the transfer of Italians to other parts of the 
country contributed to the creation of city centers where a common language for all was 
necessary to facilitate communication, whether it be mass communication or communication 
between a southerner and a northerner. Education also became more important, so beginning 
with these generations, Italians sought higher levels of education and continued their study of the 
standard Italian language.  
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With the ongoing process of urbanization all over Italy, dialects are dying out. Migration and 
new forms of communication cause standardized Italian to take precedence. It is also important 
to note that the illiteracy rate in Italy decreased significantly at the start of the economic boom 
because people were continuing their studies and obtaining a higher level of education than in 
generations past. The fact that Italian has a writing system—and that its writing system was the 
one used for all forms of communication under urbanization—contributed to Italian’s position as 
the dominant and standard language. As with most other dialects, Brianzolo does not have a 
writing system. The need for an established writing system common to all plays a huge role in 
the disappearance of Brianzolo and other dialects. The urbanization of important cities and town 
centers in Brianza and the resulting Italianization of Brianzolo have been inevitable since that 
time period when the “elders” were born or growing up.  
 An important factor to consider in this analysis is whether Brianzolo is becoming 
Italianized or if Italian spoken in Brianza is being influenced by Brianzolo. The first argument is 
certainly true, given the proof from my survey results and a wide array of terms that have both an 
archaic and Italianized version. However, there are some cases where the reverse is also true, 
cases where the standard Italian spoken in Brianza is influenced by Brianzolo.  
Examples of Brianzolo having a direct influence on spoken Italian include the words dona 
and nebia from the survey. Both of these words are missing the double consonant emphasis that 
the standard Italian words have, donna and nebbia, and so their close resemblance prompts 
Brianzolo speakers to pronounce them in Brianzolo, without realizing that they are not using the 
standard Italian term. Other cases of Brianzolo having an influence are seen in the use of 
negative markers in Brianzolo or the creation of new words in Italian based on what the speaker 
knows in Brianzolo. For example, instead of saying non i pomodori (not the tomatoes), one may 
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say mia i pomodori to express the same thought; however, they are using the negative marker 
from Brianzolo. Other dialectical insertions that occur are also simple and common phrases or 
terms, such as “go di”, which means “I said”, as mentioned in part II. The creation of new words 
occurs when a speaker is aware of which word he or she wants to use in Brianzolo, assumes that 
it has an equivalent in Italian, and therefore subconsciously translates it. For example, if a 
Brianzolo speaker wants to say “my shoes are soaked,” instead of saying le mie scarpe sono 
inzuppate, one might say le mie scarpe sono masarate. “Masarate” expresses the same concept, 
that the shoes are soaked; however, it is a dialectical term and will not be understood by people 
outside of their speech community. The influence Brianzolo has on standard Italian is not as 
immediate or as noticeable, and only occurs in such cases, while the Italianization of Brianzolo is 
much more apparent and can be heard more immediately and throughout a conversation. 
It is difficult to establish exactly where each linguistic influence occurs along a generational 
timeline. It can be assumed, however, that all groups experience cases where Brianzolo 
influences their spoken Italian. As mentioned before, Brianzolo most likely began the process of 
Italianization at the birth of the “adult” age group. Italianized Brianzolo was learned by this age 
group and spread to subsequent generations as well as to its preceding age groups, but to a much 
smaller extent. The aspect of Brianzolo that is passed down, however, is its regional accent. 
Although Brianzolo and other Italian dialects are disappearing and losing more speakers 
every year, each dialect will have a long-lasting effect on the area in which it is spoken because 
regional accents will remain. Dialects influence greatly one’s spoken Italian, their accent and 
pronunciation of many words. These regional accents all over Italy will likely remain permanent, 
because of the dialect that each accent derives from. In the end, Italianzation of Brianzolo could 
serve as lasting examples of the remnants of the dialects from which they derive. The Italian 
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spoken in Brianza will remain “dialectized,” by being spoken with a Northern, Lombard, 
Brianzolo accent. Eventually Brianzolo and other Italian dialects will all become completely 
Italianized unless significant efforts toward language preservation are made.  
Brianzolo’s main method of preservation is continuing to speak it, according to interviewees. 
However, speaking it has not been completely effective because the “child” age group does not 
possess any significant knowledge of their dialect. Pirovano’s ethnographic museum, various 
books and vocabularies regarding Brianzolo, games in Brianzolo, musical and theatrical 
performances in Brianzolo, proverbial calendars in Brianzolo, and formal and informal 
discussion of Brianzolo and its state as a language all contribute to the remembrance and  hope 
for preservation of the dialect.  
These methods of preservation are put forth not only for linguistic reasons, but for cultural 
reasons. Each of the methods mentioned above has a strong cultural significance to it, and 
reinforces the presence of a Brianzolo identity. Each one may not represent the Brianzolo 
community entirely, but they all attempt to represent a broad group of Brianzolo speakers. As 
Brianzolo is becoming Italianized, it is in theory becoming easier for the Brianzoli to identify 
themselves under one speech community rather than several, because the different dialectical 
variations will become more mutually intelligible. While the linguistic barriers continue to break 
down, cultural and identity barriers may become stronger, especially in those remote areas where 
Brianzolo will be preserved more intimately, such as on Monte Brianza. These remote areas will 
remain out of reach to urbanization, and therefore defer Italianization. 
 While campanilismo still remains, supporting several identities within Brianza, Brianzolo 
speakers will identify together when placed out of their speech community. This sense of identity 
will become stronger as the linguistic barriers continue to break down, because Brianzolo 
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speakers will have their historical language and culture to refer back to, and remain proud of, in 
Brianza, but especially when they are beyond its borders. This general Brianzolo identity will 
continue to hold onto a general linguistic barrier while it can, along the loose borders of the 
Brianza region. The success in retaining Brianzolo speakers, or at least speakers with a 
knowledge of the dialect that once was, depends on that sense of identity and on keeping that 
identity strong while undergoing a process of urbanization and Italianization.  
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Appendix 1 – Map of Italy and Its 20 regions 
 
 
Italy’s Regions. Digital image. Understanding Italy, Web. Apr. 2014. 
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Appendix 2 – Closed to Open Vowel Transformations in Brianzolo and Lecchese 
i / é ü / ö u / ó é / è ö / œ 
spìna  /  spén 
‘spina’ / ‘spine’ 
lüna  /  lön 
‘luna’  /  ‘lune’ 
bùca  /  bóch 
‘bocca’/‘bocche 
véna  /  vèn 
‘vena’  /  ‘vene’ 
söla  /  sœl 
‘suola’ / ‘suole’ 
drìza  /  dréz 
‘dritta’ / ‘dritto’ 
bruuta  /  bröt 
‘brutta’  /  
‘brutto’ 
rùsa  /  rós 
‘rossa’  /  ‘rosso’ 
 
göba  /  gœb 
‘gobbo’  /  
‘gobba’ 
senté    ‘sentire’ piö    ‘più’ gió   ‘giu’ pudè   ‘potere’ tœ   ‘prendere’ 
Source: Bonfandini’s essay, I dialetti, from volume V of La storia della Brianza.  
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